Traveling Eastern Europe with Judy:
Palaces, Cathedrals and Newfound Freedom
During the summer of 2005, our niece, Judy Pelphrey,
approached us with the idea of taking a trip together to
celebrate the fact that both she and Ruth would be having
birthdays ending in zero in 2006. Ruth doesn’t like my
mentioning that she is 50, but I call a spade a spade. Judy
suggested Mexico, but since we have been there a few
times before we decided to take a tour which would enable
us to visit Judy’s brother in Prague, where he is serving as
Regional Security Officer at the U.S. Embassy.
That discussion evolved into visiting some other countries in
the region and finally deciding on an eighteen day Trafalgar
tour of eight Eastern European counties…Austria, Slovenia,
Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, Germany and the Czech
Republic. Ruth and I had taken two Trafalgar tours before
(with Dan and Andrew) and loved them…so a deal was
struck to travel nearly 10,000 miles to Austria and back, and
then 4200 kilometers by bus around eastern Europe. We left
on our trip June 15, 2006.
Day One. The trip to Europe was uneventful…Cleveland,
Ohio to Washington, D.C. (Dulles) to Vienna, Austria. It took
exactly eight hours from Washington D.C. to Vienna and we
were greeted at the gate by out Tour Director, Eva and
Driver, Attila. Eva was born in Poland and Attila in Hungary.
Both spoke perfect English, so we knew we would have no
trouble communicating with them. Attila seemed proud of his

new Mercedes bus and said it was new because the
Russian Mafia had stolen his last bus in Poland! Wow! The
travel agent told us to be on guard because of pickpockets,
but hasn’t mentioned bus high-jackers!

Glenn and Ruth at the Danube Hilton 2006
Day Two. We arrived in Vienna, or Wien, (pronounced
Venn), as it is called there, at 8:00 AM, meaning that it was
2:00 AM our time. We were told to stay awake and tough it
through the first day…and we did! After a brief stay at our
Hilton Danube Hotel to unload luggage, we joined the
remainder of our tour group and headed out to tour Wien (I
adjust very rapidly).
There were forty-eight in our group (19 Australians, 4
Canadians, 2 Singaporeans, 2 who split their year between
Singapore and the United States, 20 from the United States
and Glenn Hart. There were three Glenns (two real Glenns
and one with one n), three sisters, three brothers, families
large and small (5 Harts were the biggest), newlyweds,

significant others, a new college graduate (MIT, don’t you
know!), a new PhD and Glenn Hart. Some of the folks were
good looking, many were smart, most could form sentences
and all were alive.
We headed out to see the city and learn about the Hapsburg
Dynasty, which ruled the region for 600 years until 1928 (I
am going to have to read about them some day!) In Wien,
you hear a lot about the Hapsburgs (600 years), Franz
Joseph (68 years on the throne…for God’s sake, give it up),
Maria Theresa (on the throne 40 years and had 16 kids in 19
years…who said being a leader is so lonely) and, waltzes (J.
Strauss wrote 500 and they all sound alike, OK, similar).
There is a big celebration going on here for Beethoven’s
250th birthday. Our guide said that for years Austrian’s have
been trying to convince the world that Hitler was German
and Beethoven Austrian…while actually the opposite was
the case.
Austria is beautiful (see Rick Steve’s travel videos if you
don’t believe me) and our only disappointment was not
receiving our promised Welcome Drink because we had to
review and revise our itinerary for the next morning (because
George W. was to be in town). An ominous sign of things to
come? Time will tell! Not to be out welcome-drinked, we
purchased a bottle of wine for $4€ (Euros for the untraveled…approximately $1.25 U.S. for one Euro) and drank
it with Judy on the bank of the Danube, while watching
tugboats pushing barges toward the Black Sea and River
Cruises heading to the Rhine (via a canal) and France.

Great second day…and we were ready for bed at 10:00PM,
although it is only 2:00PM Twin Lakes, Ohio time.
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Day Three. On to Slovenia and the Julian Alps, and the
capitol city of Ljubljana. If someone had asked me about
Slovenia a year ago I wouldn’t have known whether it was a
country or, had been a country. So much has changed over
the years in this region of the world. This mostly

mountainous country is has been a free standing country for
only 15 years, after being a part of the former Yugoslavia
until that time. Slovenia is only one quarter the size of
Austria and is noted for skiing, general farming, Lipizzaner
horses, honey production, vineyards and the Caves at
Postojna. Ljubljana is a beautiful city. Many Slovenians
migrated to Cleveland, Ohio during the oppressive years and
our guide explained that Cleveland now is home to the
second largest population of Slovenians in the world.
Slovenia has existed since the 600’s but has often been
ruled by other countries. When I asked several hotel workers
about living in Slovenia…they were all very proud of being in
free country, but also longed for the leadership of Tito, whom
they greatly admired.
In the afternoon, we traveled to Lake Bled, a charming resort
community only an hour or so from Ljubljana. Our room
overlooked this beautiful lake and we strolled around the
lake before dinner. Dinner was delightful and the program
included local dancers and entertainers, and introductions by
each of us. We got our Welcome Drink…things are looking
up.
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Day Four. A leisurely morning and then a tour of the
Postojna Caves…the second largest cave system in the
world. Our local guide, Tatina, spoke of their revered Lynden
trees (the tree of love, she said) and of how hard working
and patriotic her fellow-Slovenians are. She said her life long
dream was to live in American “where people are free.” She
said she dreamed of going to “Cleveland, Ohio” and when I
said I lived near Cleveland, she said, “Do you know where
Cedar Point is? I have always dreamed of going there, but
now I have a daughter and I need to spend my money
educating her. Educating her is my new dream.” I stood
there wishing I had the kind of money that would allow me to
write her a check so both she and her daughter could ride a
roller coaster at Cedar Point.
Tatina told us that Slovenia had been a part of the Roman
and Hapsburg Empires and that Slovenians were part of the
world’s first democracy. I had never heard about this
before…but Tatina seemed to have love, and the love of
freedom, in her genes, so it didn’t surprise me.
We finished the day with a romantic walk around the lake.
While taking the walk we noticed a gondola named Laura
Bush, so named for their visit here. Our guide said everyone
wanted to see, “that macho man Bill Clinton when he came
here!” There is a small island in the middle of Lake Bled and
lore has it that if you carry your loved one up the 99 steps to

the cathedral, your wish about love will be answered…we
demurred.
The day concluded with an incredible dinner. I am not going
to say more about the meals or hotels we had on this trip
because….every breakfast was expansive and
beautiful…nearly artful. The dinners were fabulous and
almost always included entertainment. Our lunches were
normally on our own and I usually had dried fruit and water,
my only concession to calories on this trip (Editorial note
from Ruth…He had soup and wine most days!). Every hotel
was superb. Most were more modern (with more amenities)
than we see in the states (and this included East Germany).
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Day Five. On to Croatia. This is rolling land and contains
many little villages, seemingly all with yellow houses and red
roofs. The area consisted of fruit farms and general farms.
Very lovely. When we arrived in Zagreb we were shocked to
find nearly every building covered with graffiti. The guide

said it was the result of “the anger of the young people.” He
also said that “this is the same in all European cities,” but we
found that not to be true. We visited the Upper and Lower
Cities of Zagreb. An earthquake devastated the Lower City
in 1880 and all of the buildings are either restored or are of
that period.
Only a few buildings or objects remained unaffected by the
quake and one was a painting of the Virgin Mary. This
painting is displayed in an outdoor alcove and hundreds
come there each day to pray. The southern coast of Croatia
is one of the key vacation areas for eastern Europeans. Until
the 500’s Croatia was in union with Hungary. In more recent
history they were a part of the Austrian-Hungarian Empire
and most recently, Yugoslavia.
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Day Six. Day off in Zagreb. Ruth, Judy and I decided to take
an optional tour to Jumrovec, the mountain birthplace of
Marshall Tito. If some of us in the West think that communist

leaders can’t be loved, we are wrong. This man is loved,
admired and even worshiped by some. We traveled to a
mountain vineyard for a mountain top lunch overlooking the
beautiful countryside. I asked Eva about the conditions in
this area during WWII and she said that while there was
sporadic German action in this are, most of the fighting was
between Serbs and Croatians…and ongoing hatred which
continues to this day.
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Day Seven. On to Hungary. We arrived in the twin cities of
Buda and Pest. These are beautiful cites, divided by the
Danube. Because George W. had been following us around
Eastern Europe, we had to modify our schedule a bit and
visited the Parliament upon arrival. This was a specially
arranged visit and we were accompanied by security
personnel for the entire trip. We got to see St. Stephen’s
jeweled crown. In 1096, King (St.) Stephens led the
conversion to Christianity and consolidation of the seven

tribes of this region into the formulation of what is now
Hungary.
The parliament building was built about a thousand years
later, in 1896. George Bush came here to commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956. My
friend and colleague, Dr. Ferenc Hutterer, was born and
raised in Hungary and with his wife and son, escaped to the
West during that period, after one unsuccessful attempt.
Frank, as we call him, also endured almost two years of
concentration camps as a teenager under the Nazis. As I
came out of the Parliament building and saw the 1956
Memorial Statue….with the Hungarian and American flags
hanging side-by-side (for the visit of our president), I thought
of Frank and felt very emotional.
Both Ruth and I had tears running down our cheeks (as I do
as I write this), and I felt so sorry for those who have not had
the lives we have led as members of a free society. I also felt
honored to know someone like Frank, who had the courage
to resist these indignities and become a successful person
and loving husband and father. I also am grateful that
because of where I was born, I have never lost my personal
freedoms.
In the evening, we took a dinner cruise on the Danube and
visited the King Matthew Church. [he was king of Hungary
1440-1480]
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Day Eight. Tour to the medieval town of St. Andrew’s for a
special Hungarian lunch and shopping. I love this shopping
stuff! The men stand around and look dumb and the women
keep the credit cards hot. The only thing I bought on this trip
was a Brazilian Soccer hat…shows how good I am at
shopping! Ruth bought German, French, Italian,
Argentinean, and Brazilian (I suggested Brazil because I had

read they would win) soccer shirts for the grandsons and she
got three of the four countries that made the final round. I
said, “How did you happen to pick those countries/” and she
said, “ They had the prettiest shirts.” (Side note: I wore my
Brazilian hat to the Cleveland Indians’ baseball game last
night and two of our grandsons wore their Italian and
German shirts.
A policeman, shouted, “Why are you wearing a loser hat?”
and I answered, “Because I am an Indians’ fan!” A vendor
came up to us to inquire about the Italy-Germany
score…which happened to be on TV at that very moment.
He was from Brazil and was heart broken that his team had
lost. My cap has gone down in value, but Connor’s and
Andrew’s shirts are becoming more prestigious. The Indians
beat the Yankees 19-1. Life is good!)
Day Nine. Off to Poland via Slovakia. Slovakia is bordered
by Poland on the north, Ukraine on the east, Hungary on the
south and Austria and Czech Republic on the west. Slovakia
is a mountainous country. Slovakia was a part of other
countries from the 900’s until 1918, when the Slovaks and
Czechs formed Czechoslovakia. Czechoslovakia was under
communist rule from 1948 until 1992, when they were free of
communist rule and became the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. Breakfast in Hungary, Lunch in the Tatra
Mountains of Slovakia, Dinner in Poland. After dinner, we
walked around Krakow for some shopping and sight seeing
and called it a day.

Day Ten. Morning tour of Krakow and the Salt Mines. In the
late 1700’s, Russia, Prussia and Austria divided Poland
amongst themselves. Poland regained its independence in
1918, only to be overrun by Germany and the Soviet Union
in WWII. The “Solidarity” movement of the 1980’s led to
Poland’s independence again in 1990. Poland is now one of
Eastern Europe’s most vibrant countries. In the afternoon,
we visited the famous Wieliczka Salt Mines. This was one of
the most amazing parts of our trip.
The mines are over 800 years old and are no longer
producing salt. This salt, 200 meters below the surface, is
almost like marble, and there are many statues and
decorated rooms, which are unbelievable. There were
chapels the size of cathedrals, rivers, and beautiful
sculptures at every turn. Besides hosting tourists, Polish
people hold weddings, parties and large social events here.
A one of a kind experience! On the down side, the mine
guide told us of mine issues of days gone by. Methane
would build up on the ceilings during the nights and
“methane burners” would precede the miners into the mine
each day with torches on long poles to ignite the methane. If
too much methane had built up in a particular area there
would be an explosion. Prisoners were offered this job with
the proviso that they could be free if they were alive after
one year…thirteen per cent survived!
We went to a Polish Polka…great food…Judy danced on the
table!!!
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Day Eleven. Auschwitz and the Black Madonna. What a day
of contrasts! The visit to Auschwitz was one of my most
moving life experiences. To visit a place I read so much
about…a place so filled with evil…was overwhelming. The
calculating Nazi plan to exterminate Jews and Gypsies and
homosexuals boggles the mind. The original camp was built
to house Polish soldiers and looks quite attractive. Once you
step inside these buildings, everyone becomes very quiet
and introspective…how could this have happened? Why
could this have happened? Who could be this evil to design
this plan and carry it out.
Everything was so efficient, so organized, and so evil. I
believe God gives humans freedom to make choices,
although in His omnipotence, knows what will happen. I think
He made a mistake here! This is a tragedy so large I am
incapable of understanding it. I am also incapable of
understanding that similar, albeit smaller, events like this are
happening as I write this sentence. God will certainly never

forgive leaders who orchestrate this inhumanity to others. I
will go to my grave remembering what I saw here!
Later in the day, we visited the Black Madonna at the Paulite
Monastery at Jasna Gora. The custom of the faithful is to get
on your knees before this painting by St. Luke, and pray. If
one is able, they are to get on their knees and go up the left
side of the aisle, behind the painting and return on the left
aisle. The entire trip is about fifty yards, but looks much
longer in that it is on a marble floor.
I am really not very religious…oh, I believe in a Higher
Power, but so many bad things have occurred, and continue
to occur, in the name of religion, that much of religion leaves
a bad taste in my mouth. I guess I try to take The God is
Love adage as the basis of my faith…living a principled life,
trying to follow the Golden Rule, adhering to the Ten
Commandments, if they aren’t too inconvenient…trying to be
my brother’s keeper. Maybe because of our morning
experience at the death camp or because we are having so
many problems in our family, I felt moved to kneel and pray.
Ruth and I looked at one another and together
spontaneously decided to try the fifty-yard prayer march on
our knees. You have to understand…Ruth and I have had
five knee surgeries between us and at first glance this might
have been a stupid thing to do. But, we did it! The pain I felt
in my knees is small besides the pain I feel in my heart for
what some of our family members are doing. I stayed
focused on my prayers for our family…only once did I lose
concentration when at the half waypoint I thought, “I may
never play golf again!” I smiled and got back to the task at

hand! When we went out side, Ruth and I shared our
thoughts about what we had prayed for….and we had both
prayed for exactly the same thing! We were sort of doubling
up on God, I guess you might say. A few yards, or should I
say meters, outside the monastery, the N-deficient Glen
asked if I had gone around on my knees and I said “yes.”
Ruth said that God probably didn’t answer the prayers of
folks who bragged about “the knee thing,” but I don’t agree
with her. It helped me. I still believe that although God may
not have answered the prayers of some of those folks in
Auschwitz, he will answer mine. I guess that knee trip helped
me renew some of the things I need to work a little harder on
in the coming days.
A few meters further away, we bumped into the parents of
Pope John Paul…we stopped and had our picture taken with
them. They didn’t speak English and were very quiet. They
had very good parenting skills.
Drove to Warsaw.
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Day Twelve. Warsaw. This is the home of our wonderful
guide, Eva. She said she and her husband will return here to
spend their retirement years. It would be easy to think of
doing that because the city is so vibrant. We visited the
Warsaw Ghetto this morning. The local guide said that 800
thousand of the 1.2 million Jews in Warsaw died during
WWII.
We toured the city and Ruth did some power shopping…
and loved it. We skipped the Chopin Concert and had dinner
overlooking the city from a beautiful restaurant in our very
new hotel.
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Day Thirteen. On to Berlin. The drive to Berlin was very
exciting…not because of the scenery, but because of the
traffic. The highway was unlike any I have ever seen. It was
a two-lane highway with rather wide paved shoulders (or
berms as we say in Ohio). Oncoming cars would pass a car
heading directly for us. If the car being passed would not
move onto the shoulder, it was incumbent upon our driver to

dive for the shoulder on our side. This happened every few
minutes, accompanied by may oohs and aahs from those of
us who able to view what appeared to be our final hours. At
least we had the biggest vehicle…our brand new Mercedes
bus!
The outskirts of Berlin had many apartment buildings, which
were dull carbon copies of one another, demonstrating the
communist architectural theme we saw so often, but as we
entered the city, Berlin became very beautiful. Eva said that
Germany is spending $800 billion in the next ten years to
update the East Germany infrastructure and the work
already accomplished was very evident. Our new hotel was
in East Berlin and Ruth and I shopped and then had dinner
at a wonderful sidewalk café. In our only ordering error, Ruth
thought she was ordering chicken Parmesan and got
prosciutto on Melon…which was something she actually
preferred (Maybe the Black Madonna thing is paying off).
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Day Fourteen. Visited the Brandenburg Gate, the Reichstag
building and Checkpoint Charlie. The night before we
arrived, there were 750 thousand at the Brandenburg Plaza
for the German World Cup soccer match…which wasn’t
even being played in Berlin! These folks are really
football/footbal/footbol/futbol/futebol (we saw them all) crazy!
The city is exploding with new buildings…a massive new
railway station, a dome over parliament, new hotels, and
construction in what used to be the neutral zone. We saw
sections of the Berlin Wall, which they are leaving up as a
memorial to the insult on freedom of those years. We saw
Checkpoint Charlie.
The Berlin Crisis of 1961-62 had a great effect on my career.
I got off of active duty in the Navy in 1960 and got a job as a
mathematics teacher/coach. I was commencing my graduate
education and thinking of pursuing a degree in Educational
Administration…and someday becoming a superintendent of
schools. The guidance counselor at the school where I
worked was called to active duty in the Air Force to assist in
the Berlin Airlift and I was asked to assume his position.
Working with teenagers who had varying problems revealed
to me that I had much to learn if I was to help them with
these issues. I pursued psychologsy as my career and loved
nearly every minute of it…thanks to the Berlin Wall!
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Day Fifteen. On To Dresden and Prague. We traveled
through the Spreewald Forest to the “Florence on the Elbe,”
Dresden. This city was leveled in the famous WWII
firebombing. The local guide said very diplomatically, “You
didn’t start that war.” Never the less, it was hard to see the
pictures of this once beautiful city looking like huge piles of
rubble. The city has rebounded and has nearly been
restored to its original beauty. The largest cathedral in this
city, built around 1800, imploded during the fire bombing due
to the tremendous heat from the fires around it and its
restoration was completed several months ago. Every stone
in the building was identified and placed back into its original
position, save for one that was left in the courtyard for all to
see. The hole left by this large stone slab is a mere speck on
the upper reaches of the spire…giving one the perspective
of the work that was completed, entirely by private
contributions.

After lunch, we drove on to the beautiful city of Prague (or
Praha as they call it), Czech Republic. The Czech Republic,
once known as Upper Hungary, finally became independent
in 1993 when they separated from Slovakia. They joined the
European Union in 2004. Praha is one of the most beautiful
cites in the world and is famous for their Charles University,
which dates back to the 1300s. As in almost every other
country we visited, Maria Theresa, and the Hapsburg Empire
had this area in its grip for hundreds of years. Infamous for
their Yugo and Skoda cars (How do you double the value of
a Skoda? Fill up the gas tank.), even that is changing with
the Skoda becoming a very popular car worldwide.
We had a special treat in Praha. Judy’s brother (our
nephew), Jim, is in charge of security for the U.S. Embassy
and we got to meet Ambassador Cabaniss, attend a lawn
party at the residence and tour the embassy. Pretty heady
stuff for a former farm girl and farm boy!
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Day Sixteen. We visited the Praha Cathedral of St. Vitas,
Charles Bridge and Old Town Square. Ruth shopped and I
stood around the Square and watched mimes and musical
performers.
One thing I have noticed on this trip is how much the
Australians and Canadians know about history. When
Mummy says, “What year did King Wilfong rule?” half of
them pop up with the right answer. I didn’t even have a clue
who King Wilfong was! I reflected on this and remembered
that at the Academy at Arcadia, my history teacher was a
Mr. Blauvelt, former Naval officer, who had spent most of
WWII in the Pacific. Our “world history” consisted of naval
battles and amphibious landings.
I had no world history classes in college, so I practically
know nothing about Eastern Europe, except what I have
learned from Time magazine. Do Canadians and Australians

really study world history extensively, or do those countries
just let smart people go on tours so their educational
systems will look good? Or do those funny talking folks
watch all the travel videos before they vacation? I suspect
the latter is true!
We had lunch on a Viltava riverboat while being entertained
by an accordion player. In the evening, we all went to a local
restaurant for a special meal and entertainment. Is it any
wonder that tourists gain weight on these trips? What a
wonderful way to gain weight!
Day Seventeen. We took a brief tour into Southern Moravia
to visit the gardens of the Castle of Lednice and back to
Wien (Vienna, for the folks who can’t remember) for our
closing dinner. A spectacular party at a restaurant in the
suburbs….where they literally rolled out the red carpet when
we arrived. Dancers, singers, a combo and a keyboardist
entertained us. We danced and laughed…said our goodbyes
and headed back to our brand new hotel for our final night.
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Day Eighteen. Mummy and Attila took us to the airport and
kissed us goodbye. Attila was heading back to Budapest for
a tour beginning at 1:00 and Mummy was returning to
London for three days before doing the same tour again
(This is how she remembers all those names and dates).
The plane ride home was one hour longer (headwinds). It
was a wonderful trip and it was great to get home!

Time to go home!

It was a super trip!!!

Themes. The theme for this trip seemed to be about
freedom and autonomy. In every country, we heard their
patriotic stories, their pride in their country and their love of
independence. They said there were upsides and downsides
of their new democracies. Overall, the security offered by the
communist rulers never made up for their lack of
independence.
Some older citizens still long for this security…they were
used to having jobs even when there was no work, and they
learned to be content under the restrictions forced on them.

The younger generations are thriving in (and occasionally
abusing) their newfound freedom. Being free usually trumps
security and nearly always trumps oppression for most
people. This trip reinforced my appreciation for freedom and
gratefulness for having always lived in a free country.
Freedom doesn’t come cheap and we must always be
vigilant to insure ours is not lost. As one old sage put
it…none of us are truly free as long as one person is
enslaved.
Thank you:
To Mummy for being the wonderful leader you are. I think
you could be a professor or television reporter or standup
comic.
To Attila for getting us everywhere safely. You can thread
that big bus through the eye of a needle. Good luck on your
marriage.
To Glenn, Glen and Jenny, Peter and Barb, and Joy for so
much fun.
To Judy for coming up with this idea for this trip…and for
being such a nice traveling companion.
To Ruth for being the best wife anyone might dream of
marrying.
To all of our traveling companions for being so easy to be
around.
With apologsies to historians, facts, the truth and my
wonderful traveling companions.
Glenn Saltzman, July 2006
The End

Postscript. We got to meet so many wonderful people on
this trip. The first couple we met was Dick and Louise
Stanford…Dick is a professor at Furman and Louise works
at the South Carolina School for the Performing Arts. The
Hart family (mother Crystal, sons Glenn and Phil and
granddaughter Joy) made the trip so much fun. Graham
Webb and Juan Figueroa were from Australia and were so
interesting.
The Phoon brothers were lots of fun: Molly and Wai-on from
Australia, Helen and Anthony from Singapore/Los Angeles
and Bess and Tim from Singapore. Barb and Peter Wood
(Horticulturist) were from Australia. Jenny (Barb’s sister) and
GleN Condon (Meteorologsist) were from Australia. Valerie
and Bob Downie were retired teachers form Australia. Mary
and John Broome (Banking) were from Australia. Joyce and
Rex Hustler were another couple from Australia. Esther and
Russ Splelma (State Highway Patrol) were from Michigan.
Marge Hale (teacher) and friends Eleanor and Ron Hanley
were from Florida.
Anita Hanna and Andrew Pierce were honeymooners from
Australia. Dr. Kristen, and redheaded daughter, Kaitlyn
Moorehead, were from California. Liz and Mike Davis were
from California (retired teacher and engineer). Felicity and
Paul Davies, and daughter Gabriella, from Australia were
always delightful. Sisters Dawna Nugaard (sp?) and Wendy
Kazimic were lots of fun, although they can’t print their
names legibly. Joanna and Hank Harju and Joanna’s sister
Maryann and Charlie Dunn were instrumental in the success
of the trip. We called these sisters The Singing Sisters

because they were always breaking into song and leading us
in singing. They even wrote a song about our trip and we all
sang it!
July, 2006

